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April 16, at 20.00
SALA PALATULUI

www.stars4dreams.ro

What is it
about?
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an absolute peak of happiness when
we celebrate Children in Distress
Foundation’s 30th anniversary since
its establishment. It is a moment
that marks the undeniable success
of optimism and hope in our country.
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With the
support of:

With whom
?
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Inna, Irina Rimes, Nicoleta Nucă, Ava, Victory of Art

Hosted by:
Andreea Remețan, Virgin Radio

Photo: INNA
INNA is probably one of the most popular international superstars
from Romania, with an impressive number of hits and albums sold
around the world. She is the recipient of numerous awards, namely
5 Balkan Music Awards, 1 European Border Breakers Ward, 3 MTV
Europe Music Awards and 13 Romanian Music Awards.
All my childhood memories revolve around music, and my first
shows took place in the Church while singing with the choir
says Inna who supports CID’s cause and mission of hope.

Photo: Irina Rimes
Irina is a popular and well-loved singer, full-time song writer,
judge for the “Voice of Romania”, a highly rated Romanian
talent-show. She was born in the Republic of Moldova and now
is a complete and complex artist and her YouTube clips have
reached over 180 million views.
With a strong personality, Irina loves to motivate and inspire
people and she strongly believes there is no mountain high
enough to climb and challenges can be surpassed.

Photo: Nicoleta Nucă
Together with Irina Rimes, Nicoleta Nucă is part of a new wave of
successful Republic of Moldova singers who became increasingly
popular on the Romanian entertainment market. She is one of
the best voices in our country, with over 1.5 million views on
YouTube for “Nu sunt” song.
In 2014 she proved that she has the “X Factor” by winning the
competition, and she believes that, especially when one finds a
cause to trust in, one can pass it on to wonderful people.

Photo: AVA
AVA (Andreea Avarvari) is fresh new artist and her goal is to
become a renowned Romanian artist. She debuted in 2014, when
she was 16 old and she participated in the “Voice of Romania” TV
Show being a part of Tudor Chirila’s team of artists.
Today she is a solo artist and sometimes sings alongside Smiley
and his band and has collaborated with several popular and
gifted Romanian artists, such as Loredana Groza, Delia, Andra,
Feli, Damian Drăghici, Alex Velea, Antonia, Sișu, Puya, El Nino etc.

Photo: Victory of Art / Julieta
„Victory of Art” is a theatre performers group and a part of the Acting
school with the same name, who will join the #Stars4Dreams event to
build bridges among generations with the largest show put together
by teenagers in Romania: “Dacă Noi Ne Iubim”.
It is a love story that boasts Holograf band greatest hits soundtrack, the
first generation-fusion musical in Romania, with an original screenplay
and a high-impact theatre genre, the praised Broadway music-hall.
One of the group members is the talented actor named Tomy
Weissbuch, whom, at only 22 years old, is a highly praised actor with
an impressive portfolio and a finalist of the “Voice of Romania” talent
show in 2015. In the same year, Tomy won the biggest teenagercompetition in Bucharest.
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CELEBRATING SUCCESS
(all high-impact Foundation campaigns are reunited under the Stars4Dreams
umbrella event):
- Jeans4Dreams (described below)
- marathons
- the movie, campaigns, appeals, etc.
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- awareness
- consolidating and broadening our support groups and
networking, especially among young people
- increasing the visibility of our supporters (over 30
public persona and sponsors)
- engagements and leads (donations, text messages)
- media and social media exposure
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Launched in November 2017, the campaign’s success translated into:
• over 120 media, TV, online and print ads
• over 50 influencers promoted the campaign’s message with a
reach of over 915 k people
• 70 mockups over a period of 7 months with a circulation of
81.226.700
• listing of the campaign anthem via Roton - over 25.619 views
and 3,2 M YouTube subscribers
• 18 events, 35 visits of our hospice, over 270 giants who
participated in the Marathon
• ongoing awareness campaign – kindergartens (day care
facilities), schools, high-schools +10.000 children reached
• Himalaya
• Volleyball tournament
• Spectacle with text message invitation
• 2.456 text messages, over 6.000 repeated text messages
• +4.000 likes on social media, +4.000 followers on Jeans4Dreams
and Children in Distress Foundation pages
• over 85.000 social media reach/week.

Target audience
• 2.450 complex psychological evaluations for the children with ASD – autism spectrum
disorders
• the first Day centre who offered FREE-OF-CHARGE rehabilitation therapies for children
with ASD (PECS, ABA, SENSORY STIMULATION THERAPY)
• 518.400 ABA therapy sessions
• 1.440 hypotherapy sessions for children with ASD
• establishing the first special class for children with ASD
• THE FIRST TEAM OF SPECIALISTS who have fought to promote the integration of
children with ESCs into mainstream educational facilities and accepting the need of an
attendant when needed
• organization of the first conferences addressed to people with ASD and rare genetic
diseases
• 10.000 children with ASD, with severe neurological disordrs from disadvantaged families
who have participated in camping trips and outdoorsy events
• 2.000 students and pre-schoolers who have beneficiated from extracurricular activities
during the “A Different School “ national programme
• 1.800 students with high-risk of school drop-out beneficiated from education support
programmes
• 750 psychological counseling sessions for 150 children with anxiety, learning and
behavioral disorders
• 110 children who come from low-income families around Arges district, who enjoyed
for the very first time thematic trips to Bucharest
• 1.270 parents of children with high school drop-out risk beneficiated from psychological
counseling sessions
• 250 specialists in education and teachers participated in training courses organized by
the specialists of the Foundation
• 210.720 physiotherapy sessions for the children with severe neurological disorders
• 55.320 cognitive-behavioral sessions for children with severe neurological diseases
• 23.400 sensory stimulation therapy sessions for children with severe neurological
diseases
• 10.584 treatment days for 450 children with HIV ans AIDS
• 9.855 days of care for 155 children with severe neurological diseases
• 267.200 aids granted to children and families in need

Over 20.000 children in our care!
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Thirty years ago, the image of Romania to the foreign world was associated
with the ordeal of the communist era. Orphanages filled with children living
in inhumane conditions, obscure diseases, traumatic pictures depicting wellhidden atrocities. Hope was just a dream very few dared to imagine. Even the
word was hardly spoken, almost whispered among individuals.
Today, those images are just a nightmare from the past and the young
generations can’t even grasp the idea that such atrocities were possible. Today,
children with incurable diseases are seen as survivors with bright smiles and a
DNA full of hope. We took on the role of creating a better life for them.
That is the reason why Children in Distress Foundation is a reality, and the
Palace Hall event celebrates thirty years of normalcy. It is, in fact, the moment
when we gather all our moments of sheer happiness which took place since
the establishment of the Foundation, in a beautiful bouquet. It is a landmark
in the Foundation’s existence, and we are proud the story will continue and
reach the next level for our precious youngsters.
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•

Public Information

•

TV appearances

•

PR articles in mass-media

•

Online

•

Bloggers and social media

•

Involvement

•

Call-to-action in TV spot and in various TV shows

•

VIP events

•

Touchpoints( for ex. Partnerships with sales channels)

•

Digital media

•

Newsletter campaign

•

Blogger activations

Sponsors Benefits

DREAMER

1000 € 2000 € 3000 €
Association with a campaign supported by Simona
Halep,Marcel Iureș, Ștefan Bănică jr., Zurli Band,







Ivan Patzaichin, Dumitru Prunariu and many other
celebrities







Access to communities with over 20.000 young
members (kindergarten children, high-school and
university students) and adults within the largest
awareness raising and promotional campaign about
volunteering developed in Romania







Participation in a press conference with the campaign
ambassadors, journalists and influencers







Invitations to Stars4Dreams event











Advertising on Stars4Dreams website
Advertising on Stars4Dreams, CID, Jeans4Dreams
websites



Advertising on Stars4Dreams websites (sponsor logo
featuring a link to the website in the partners section),
Children in Distress Foundation, Jeans4Dreams and
DHM Company



Sponsors Benefits

SILVER

DreamER
4000 € 5000 € 6000 €
Association with a campaign supported by Simona Halep,
Marcel Iureș, Ștefan Bănică jr., Zurli Band,Ivan Patzaichin,
Dumitru Prunariu and many other celebrities







Access to communities with over 20.000 young
members (kindergarten children, high-school and
university students) and adults within the largest
awareness raising and promotional campaign about
volunteering developed in Romania







Participation in a press conference with the campaign
ambassadors, journalists and influencers







Advertising on Stars4Dream websites (sponsor logo
featuring a link to the website in the partners section),
Children in Distress Foundation, Jeans4Dreams and DHM
Company







Ads on the Facebook pages of Children in Distress
Foundation, Jeans4Dreams page, DHM Company







Mentioning the sponsor in the press releases







Invitations to Stars4Dreams event







Press releases mentioning the appropriate status for the
sponsor: „SILVER DREAM”





Newsletter promotion (499.880 sent e-mails, out of
which 149.998 to men and 349.882 to women)





Press releases mentioning the appropriate status for the
sponsor: „SILVER DREAM” and descriptor insert



Sponsors Benefits

GOLD

DreamER
7000 € 8000 € 9000 €
Association with a campaign supported by Simona Halep,
Marcel Iureș, Ștefan Bănică jr., Zurli Band,Ivan Patzaichin,
Dumitru Prunariu and many other celebrities
Access to communities with over 20.000 young members
(kindergarten children, high-school and university students) and
adults within the largest awareness raising and promotional
campaign about volunteering developed in Romania
Participation in a press conference with the campaign
ambassadors, journalists and influencers
Invitations to Stars4Dreams event
Advertising on Stars4Dream websites (sponsor logo featuring
a link to the website in the partners section), Children in
Distress Foundation, Jeans4Dreams and DHM Company
Ads on the Facebook pages of Children in Distress
Foundation, Jeans4Dreams page, DHM Company
Press releases mentioning the appropriate status for the
sponsor: „GOLD DREAM” and descriptor insert
Newsletter promotion (499.880 sent e-mails, out of which
149.998 to men and 349.882 to women)
Mentioning on the Press portfolio offered at the press
conference
Promotional materials and/or objects inserted in the
goodies bags offered to press conference participants
Mentioning of sponsors during the press conference
opening video
Press conference roll-up on display
After event video mentioning the sponsors
Special Campaign on FB (boost posting)
Mentioning in the audio spots promoting the event (at least
one radio station)
The possibility of presenting its own activation at the Palace
Hall (10 mp stand)
Logo presence in the video content broadcast through
Hollywood Multiplex or Metrorex plasma TVs






























































Sponsors Benefits

Platinum
DreamER

10 000 € 20 000 € 30 000 €
Association with a campaign supported by Simona Halep,
Marcel Iureș, Ștefan Bănică jr., Zurli Band, Ivan Patzaichin,
Dumitru Prunariu and many other celebrities







Access to communities with over 20.000 young members
(kindergarten children, high-school and university students)
and adults within the largest awareness raising and
promotional campaign about volunteering developed in
Romania







Participation in a press conference with the campaign
ambassadors, journalists and influencers







Invitations to Stars4Dreams event







Advertising on Stars4Dream websites (sponsor logo
featuring a link to the website in the partners section),
Children in Distress Foundation, Jeans4Dreams and DHM
Company







Ads on the Facebook pages of Children in Distress
Foundation, Jeans4Dreams page, DHM Company







Press releases mentioning the appropriate status for the
sponsor: „PLATINUM DREAM” and descriptor insert







Newsletter promotion (499.880 sent e-mails, out of which
149.998 to men and 349.882 to women)







Mentioning on the Press portfolio offered at the press
conference







Promotional materials and/or objects inserted in the
goodies bags offered to press conference participants







Mentioning of sponsors during the press conference
opening video







Press conference roll-up on display







Logo presence in the video content broadcast through
Hollywood Multiplex or Metrorex plasma TVs







The possibility of presenting its own activation at the Palace
Hall (15 mp stand)







Naming an event area using the sponsor’s naming







Sponsor recognition - thanking the sponsor during the
show







Special Campaign on FB (boost posting) (gold + platinum)







Logo on the Palace Hall Mash (3,7 m in lenght x 11 m
width)







Mentioning in the audio spots promoting the event (at least
one radio station)







Logo insert in the event booklet











Association with „The alley of celebrities' jeans” activation
by adding your logo on of the presentation box or re-name
the presentation box
Volunteer uniforms branding
Supporting the Meet&Greet event through branding
Sponsor logo on the fluorescent access bracelets





Experiential marketing solutions - holographic 3D display
where we project the campaign message and/or the top
campaign products



We propose to announce the launch of the campaign by
releasing an LP – „Today I Spoke With My Heart” – lyrics by
Viorel Ilișoi, AVA Victory of Art Band as Performers; on a
big heart where we insert the campaign KV and its short
presentation to create a buzz. It acts as a retainer element,
but also as an external promotion for those who watch or
don’t watch the show



Contests that will increase engagement on the page by helping
us reach the targeted audience. Winners will be advised to
collect their prises at the show, or if its product placement,
from partner stores



The use of video content or gifs that dynamically attract the
targeted audiences more easily and will eventually offer us
important information about their preferences.
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• TIME IS YOUR FRIEND
• 30 YEARS: Children in Distress Foundation is the oldest charity in
Romania.
• 24 HOURS PER DAY: CID takes care of HIV/AIDS children, with autism
spectrum disorders or abandoned.
• 7 DAYS OUT OF 7: children receive the best of care and an abundance of love.
• EACH AND EVERY MOMENT: is the gift the children receive from their
supporters via text messages sent at #8844 – with the following text
message: ZILE (DAYS).
• CID, the oldest charity in Romania, helps special children reach their
FUTURE.
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• FUTURE IS HOPE We make plans to live a better life. We look forward
thinking that tomorrow will be better than today, and we learn,
research, build and overcome our own limits. With each moment that
passes by, the future teaches us the lesson about self-confidence.
• Activations: marathons gallery/Himalaya – all the actions develop by
CID, in connection to overcoming one’s physical limits, during the last
30 years.

LIVE YOUR
FUTURE TODAY
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• THE FUTURE IS A DREAM: When we project our future, every time
we see it in the best light. Everything that doesn’t work today, might
turn out better tomorrow. Sometimes we are positive things will turn
out OK because tomorrow is a better day. We dream about it. With
each moment that passes by, the future teaches us the lesson about
optimism.
• Activations: Jeans4 Dreams – all actions related to dreams and
dreaming big developed by CID during the last 30 years.
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• THE FUTURE MEANS TIME: Earned time, time spent feeling happy,
time spent with intensity and sans boundaries. As if it were the first
day of the rest of our lives, a life where anything is possible. Together
we reinvent the future. With each moment that passes by, the future
teaches us the lesson about freedom.
• High-tech activations: fluorescent/light-up bracelets, VR activations, etc.

LIVE YOUR
FUTURE TODAY

CONSTRUCTION
UNDER
DREAMS
Mihai’s dream
Since Mihai’s birth, namely three years ago, his underage Mom
placed him in the specialized care of CID Foundation. In medical
terms, the boy manifests severe neurological and motor delay and
spastic tetraparesis. In other words, his arms and legs are rigid, and
his physiotherapists have a hard time helping him recover. Because
it is quite difficult for him to swallow and he sometimes struggles
to breathe properly, he is fed through a nasal gastric tube. He often
experiences convulsive seizures accompanied by crying bouts and lots
of groaning because of his constant aches and pains.
When his seizure subsides, he sometimes enjoys watching adults who
speak kindly to him. He loves hugs, just like any other child does, and
to listen to stories, songs and to be caressed. He is a well-behaved child,
who strives to perform all the moves requested by therapists during his
physiotherapy sessions.
If Mihai were able to speak, he would probably say that his biggest
dream is to be able to take a sit and if he were incredibly bold and
daring, he would even like to be able to walk or play around, just like
the other kids do every day.
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THANK YOU!

www.stars4dreams.ro

With the
support of:

Contact:

Lidia Feher
Event Designer
DHM Printing & Advertising
Mobile: 0799.995.883
e-mail: lidia.feher@dhm.company

